
Everyday
things



Name 3...

gadgets you use
daily.

things you
always have in

your bag.

things you can
see in the

bathroom.

objects you
have on your
desk or table.



Bag It Right!
Look at the pictures of items. Your task is to decide which bag/backpack they might be found in. 

M if you think it's usually in a man's bag
W if you think it's usually in a woman's bag
B if you think it can be in both

Write next to each picture:

wallet

gum

laptop

car keys

(compact) mirror

wipes

phone

hand sanitizer

charger

sunglasses/sunnies

hairbrush/comb

notebook/diary

passport

perfume

earphones/headphones



PoSSIBLE ANSWERS
Look at the pictures of items. Your task is to decide which bag/backpack they might be found in. 

M if you think it's usually in a man's bag
W if you think it's usually in a woman's bag
B if you think it can be in both

Write next to each picture:

wallet

gum

laptop

car keys

(compact) mirror

wipes

phone

hand sanitizer

charger

sunglasses/sunnies

earphones/headphones

hairbrush/comb

notebook/diary

passport

perfume

B B B B B

B W B B B

B W/B B W/B B



Let’s practice

Let's see what you remember.
Review the vocabulary from the

previous slide and match the words
to the correct elements in the

picture.

https://wordwall.net/resource/63464379
https://wordwall.net/resource/63464379


Let’s practice
Read the short dialogues below. Unscramble the words and fill in the gaps.

Hey, do you have a spare
________ (umg)? I forgot mine

at home.

Sure, here you go. I always
keep some in my

______________ (lawtel).

I can't find
my______________(taplpo).

Did you see it anywhere?

I think you left it at the coffee
shop. Let's go back and check.

Do you have a
______________  (mcoctpa

rimror)? I need to fix my
makeup.

Yes, it's in my bag. Here you
go.

Oh, no! I spilled coffee on my
shirt. Do you have

any________ (sipwe)?

Yes, I always carry a pack with
me. Right here.

My phone battery is about to
die. Can I borrow your
_________(regarch)?

Sure, but I only have a USB-C
cable. Is that okay?

Do you have any ______________
(danh nitizesar)? I want to clean

my hands before eating.

Yes, I always have a small
bottle in my bag.



Answers

Hey, do you have a spare
gum? I forgot mine at home.

Sure, here you go. I always
keep some in my wallet.

I can't find my laptop. Did you
see it anywhere?

I think you left it at the coffee
shop. Let's go back and check.

Do you have a compact
mirror? I need to fix my

makeup.

Yes, it's in my bag. Here you
go.

Oh, no! I spilled coffee on my
shirt. Do you have any wipes?

Yes, I always carry a pack with
me. Right here.

My phone battery is about to
die. Can I borrow your

charger?

Sure, but I only have a USB-C
cable. Is that okay?

Do you have any hand sanitizer?
I want to clean my hands before

eating.

Yes, I always have a small
bottle in my bag.

Read the short dialogues below. Unscramble the words and fill in the gaps.



wallet

wipes

hairbrush/comb

gum

phone

notebook/diary

laptop

hand sanitizer

passport

car keys

sunglasses/sunnies

perfume

(compact) mirror

charger

earphones/headphones

When there's no water around, I clean my hands with ________________________.
I need to bring my ________________________ when I go to another country.
To freshen my breath, I like to chew a piece of ________________________ after lunch.
It's very important to wear your ________________________ on a sunny day.
For the party, I'll wear some ________________________ to smell nice.
I watch movies and do my homework on my ________________________.
Before going out, I check how I look in the ________________________.
I use a ________________________ in the morning to make my hair look neat.
I can't get my car to start without my ________________________.
My ________________________ is where I keep my cash and cards.
Every evening, I write my thoughts and ideas in my ________________________.
With my ________________________, I can enjoy music on the bus without disturbing others.
My ________________________ is out of power; I need to charge it.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

more practice Optional task
Fill in the blanks with the correct words from the vocabulary list below. Some words are extra. Some may be used more than once.



wallet

wipes

hairbrush/comb

gum

phone

notebook/diary

laptop

hand sanitizer

passport

car keys

sunglasses/sunnies

perfume

(compact) mirror

charger

earphones/headphones

When there's no water around, I clean my hands with hand sanitizer/wipes.
I need to bring my passport when I go to another country.
To freshen my breath, I like to chew a piece of gum after lunch.
It's very important to wear your sunglasses/sunnies on a sunny day.
For the party, I'll wear some perfume to smell nice.
I watch movies and do my homework on my laptop/phone.
Before going out, I check how I look in the mirror.
I use a comb/hairbrush in the morning to make my hair look neat.
I can't get my car to start without my car keys.
My wallet is where I keep my cash and cards.
Every evening, I write my thoughts and ideas in my notebook/diary.
With my earphones/headphones, I can enjoy music on the bus without disturbing others.
My phone/laptop is out of power; I need to charge it.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

answers Optional task
Fill in the blanks with the correct words from the vocabulary list below. Some words are extra. Some may be used more than once.



Let’s discuss

Would you rather have a big
wallet full of coins or a small

wallet with just two notes?

Would you rather have a car
with keys or a car that starts

with a button?

Would you rather have a fast
charger that is heavy or a slow

charger that is light?

Would you rather use a laptop
for work/studies or your

phone?

Would you rather use wipes
or water to clean your hands?

Would you rather wear
perfume every day or only on

special days?

Would you rather always have
a small mirror in your pocket

or a big mirror at home?

Discuss the questions with your partner.



  1. Watch the video [00.01-o2.00] and tick the things Margot
Robbie has in her bag. 

  2. Discuss the questions below with a partner.

Let’s watch!

Lipstick (lippy)

Phone with a picture of her husband
Diary and pencil
Notebook and pen
Snacks
Charger
Sunglasses (sunnies)
Wallet
Face mask with a chain
Book
Travel-sized perfume
Half a packet of gum
Compact mirror
Wipes
Earphones
Hand sanitizer
Face spritz 

What items from Margot Robbie's bag do you also carry in your bag or pocket?
Are there any items Margot mentioned that you find surprising or unusual to carry in a bag?
What do you think the things in your bag or pocket say about your daily life and personality?

https://youtu.be/PP496qqtgg8?si=5i1vs9_NDFt8RztV
https://youtu.be/PP496qqtgg8?si=5i1vs9_NDFt8RztV


  1. Watch the video [00.01-o2.00] and tick the things Margot
Robbie has in her bag. 

  2. Discuss the questions below with a partner.

Answers

Lipstick (lippy)

Phone with a picture of her husband
Diary and pencil
Notebook and pen
Snacks
Charger
Sunglasses (sunnies)
Wallet
Face mask with a chain
Book
Travel-sized perfume
Half a packet of gum
Compact mirror
Wipes
Earphones
Hand sanitizer
Face spritz 

What items from Margot Robbie's bag do you also carry in your bag or pocket?
Are there any items Margot mentioned that you find surprising or unusual to carry in a bag?
What do you think the things in  your bag or pocket say about your daily life and personality?

https://youtu.be/PP496qqtgg8?si=5i1vs9_NDFt8RztV
https://youtu.be/PP496qqtgg8?si=5i1vs9_NDFt8RztV


  1. Continue watching the video [02.01-o4.12] and fill in the gaps
in  the sentences with the words from the list below. 

a) hair clip b) tea bags c) cards

d) matches e) antiseptic cream f) lip balm

   2.Match the words (a-f) from Exercise 1 with the pictures on
    the right.

Let’s watch!

 This is Bepanthen. It's like an __________________,
technically, for babies’ nappies and stuff, but I use it as
__________________ and it's really good. 
I almost always have a deck of __________________ in my bag. 
I have some __________________, and I don't actually smoke.
There's no need for me to carry around matches. I think I was
lighting a candle.
 I have a little __________________ because now that I have
bangs, I need to do that all the time to keep them down.
Oh, I'm a massive loser, and I carry __________________
around with me, because I like a very particular brand of tea,
Dilma.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

https://youtu.be/PP496qqtgg8?si=EMFvCdBKZXRT6YWY&t=120
https://youtu.be/PP496qqtgg8?si=EMFvCdBKZXRT6YWY&t=120


  1. Continue watching the video [02.01-o4.12] and fill in the gaps
in  the sentences with the words from the list below. 

a) hair clip b) tea bags c) cards

d) matches e) antiseptic cream f) lip balm

   2.Match the words (a-f) from Exercise 1 with the pictures on
    the right.

Answers

 This is Bepanthen. It's like an antiseptic cream, technically, for
babies’ nappies and stuff, but I use it as lip balm, and it's really
good. 
I almost always have a deck of cards in my bag. 
I have some matches, and I don't actually smoke. There's no
need for me to carry around matches. I think I was lighting a
candle.
 I have a little hair clip, because now that I have bangs, I need
to do that all the time to keep them down.
Oh, I'm a massive loser, and I carry tea bags around with me,
because I like a very particular brand of tea, Dilma.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

a)b) c) d)e) f)

1.e,f.  2.c.  3.d.  4.a. 5.b)

https://youtu.be/PP496qqtgg8?si=EMFvCdBKZXRT6YWY&t=120
https://youtu.be/PP496qqtgg8?si=EMFvCdBKZXRT6YWY&t=120


  1.Read the descriptions of the things in 2 different bags.Then, match them with the 
  correct pictures .

  2. Look at the sentences from Ex.1 and complete the rules below. Underline the correct variant.

Which bag is this?

A. In this bag, there is a phone in a beautiful case and a tablet. This person might work
online. There are also black glasses. It is a woman’s bag, as there is lipstick and a stylish
watch. Additionally, there is a grey wallet. There isn’t a camera in this bag.

B. In this bag, there aren't many items. There is a watch. This person might be
travelling at the moment, as there is a passport and a camera in the bag. There are also
two notebooks and a pencil. There aren’t any snacks in this bag.

We use there is for singular/plural nouns and there are for singular/plural nouns.  

For negatives, we use there isn't/there aren't for singular and there isn't/there aren't for plural nouns. 

For questions, we say Is there for singular nouns and uncountable nouns and Are there for plural nouns. 

     In this bag, there is a phone in a beautiful case and a tablet. There are also two notebooks and a pencil. 

     There isn’t a camera in this bag. There aren’t any snacks in this bag.

     Is there a tablet in the second bag? Are there any snacks? 



  1.Read the descriptions of the things in 2 different bags.Then, match them with the 
  correct pictures .

  2. Look at the sentences from Ex.1 and complete the rules below. Underline the correct variant.

ANSWERS

A. In this bag, there is a phone in a beautiful case and a tablet. This person might work
online. There are also black glasses. It is a woman’s bag, as there is lipstick and a stylish
watch. Additionally, there is a grey wallet. There isn’t a camera in this bag.

B. In this bag, there aren't many items. There is a watch. This person might be
travelling at the moment, as there is a passport and a camera in the bag. There are also
two notebooks and a pencil. There aren’t any snacks in this bag.

We use there is for singular/plural nouns and there are for singular/plural nouns.  

For negatives, we use there isn't/there aren't for singular and there isn't/there aren't for plural nouns. 

For questions, we say Is there for singular nouns and uncountable nouns and Are there for plural nouns. 

     In this bag, there is a phone in a beautiful case and a tablet. There are also two notebooks and a pencil. 

     There isn’t a camera in this bag. There aren’t any snacks in this bag.

     Is there a tablet in the second bag? Are there any snacks? 

A B



What’s in their bags?

Now let's practice!
Follow the link and read each

person's profile. Using 'there is' or
'there are', describe what items you
think belong in their bag, then drag

those items from the list into the
rectangle next to their picture.

https://view.genial.ly/654d20f1e7876d00117624c4
https://view.genial.ly/654d20f1e7876d00117624c4


more practice
Complete the sentences about the picture with there is/there are/there isn’t/there aren’t.

________________a cup of tea or coffee on the table.
________________ any notebooks or diaries next to the cup
of coffee.
________________ a big plant on the floor.
________________a candle next to the cup.
________________ two vases with flowers.
________________ a laptop, but there is a big monitor and a
keyboard.
________________ three colourful pens or pencils in the cup.
________________ a cute brown cat next to the table. 
________________ two pictures and a calendar on the wall.
________________any other people, just one woman.
________________ a carpet on the floor. 
________________four books on the shelf.
________________ two folders under the books.
________________ a little brown ball next to the cat.
________________ a modern lamp over the table. 

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.



Answers
Complete the sentences about the picture with there is/there are/there isn’t/there aren’t.

There is a cup of tea or coffee on the table.
There aren’t any notebooks or diaries next to the cup of
coffee.
There is a big plant on the floor.
There is a candle next to the cup.
There are two vases with flowers.
There isn’t a laptop, but there is a big monitor and a
keyboard.
There are three colourful pens or pencils in the cup.
There is a cute brown cat next to the table. 
There are two pictures and a calendar on the wall.
There aren’t any other people, just one woman.
There isn’t a carpet on the floor. 
There are four books on the shelf.
There are two folders under the books.
There is a little brown ball next to the cat.
There is a modern lamp over the table. 

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.



Find 7 differences

in the first/second picture...
behind/in front of/near/next to/at
am/is/are + Ving

Useful phrases Grammar

We use there is for singular nouns and there are for plural nouns. 
For negatives, we use there isn't for singular and there aren't for plural nouns. 
For questions, we say Is there for singular nouns and uncountable nouns and Are there for plural nouns. 

Look at the pictures attentively and find 7 differences. Don't forget to speak in full sentences.



ANSWERS

in the first/second picture...
behind/in front of/near/next to/at
am/is/are + Ving

Useful phrases

Look at the pictures attentively and find 7 differences. Don't forget to speak in full sentences.

Grammar

We use there is for singular nouns and there are for plural nouns. 
For negatives, we use there isn't for singular and there aren't for plural nouns. 
For questions, we say Is there for singular nouns and uncountable nouns and Are there for plural nouns. 



Alex: Hi Sam! I just got a new ____________________ (phone/laptop/gum). I can take cool photos and
work from it too. It has a big screen, but it is comfortable to hold in hand.
Sam: That's cool! I want a new ____________________ (phone/wipes/notebook) too. My old one is very
slow.
Alex: Also, I started a new ____________________ (diary/notebook/gum) to write down my homework
and appointments.
Sam: Good idea! I use my ____________________ (phone/headphones/notebook) to help me remember
things. I set a reminder and it beeps, showing me what I need to do.
Alex: That sounds great. Oh, do you have a ____________________ (charger/mirror/phone)? I lost mine
yesterday. My phone battery is almost dead. I looked everywhere for it! 
Sam: I always keep mine in my ____________________ (wallet/backpack/mirror) so I don’t lose it.
Alex: I’ll try  that too. 
Sam: Let's go to the café. I can bring my ____________________ (laptop/wipes/gum) and we can study
together.
Alex: Great! I'll pack my ____________________ (phone/earphones/notebook) so I can listen to music too.
Sam: Don't forget your ____________________ (laptop/wallet/phone). We might need to buy some
snacks.
Alex: Of course! And I’ll bring my ____________________ (perfume/hand sanitizer/gum) as well. Staying
healthy is very important. 
Sam: See you there! I'll  get  my ____________________ (car keys/hairbrush/earphones) so we can drive to
the park afterward.

extra task 
Complete the dialogue with the correct words from the brackets. 



Alex: Hi Sam! I just got a new  (phone/laptop/gum). I can take cool photos and work from it too. It
has a big screen, but it is comfortable to hold in hand.
Sam: That's cool! I want a new (phone/wipes/notebook) too. My old one is very slow.
Alex: Also, I started a new (diary/notebook/gum) to write down my homework and appointments.
Sam: Good idea! I use my (phone/headphones/notebook) to help me remember things. I set a
reminder and it beeps, showing me what I need to do.
Alex: That sounds great. Oh, do you have a (charger/mirror/phone)? I lost mine yesterday. My
phone battery is almost dead. I looked everywhere for it! 
Sam: I always keep mine in my (wallet/backpack/mirror) so I don’t lose it.
Alex: I’ll try  that too. 
Sam: Let's go to the café. I can bring my (laptop/wipes/gum) and we can study together.
Alex: Great! I'll pack my (phone/earphones/notebook) so I can listen to music too.
Sam: Don't forget your (laptop/wallet/phone). We might need to buy some snacks.
Alex: Of course! And I’ll bring my (perfume/hand sanitizer/gum) as well. Staying healthy is very
important. 
Sam: See you there! I'll  get  my (car keys/hairbrush/earphones) so we can drive to the park
afterward.

Answers
Complete the dialogue with the correct words from the brackets. 



quizlet

Revise the words for the next lesson. Use this
Quizlet set.  You can also play different games to
practice or even test yourself in the Quizlet app

or on the site.

https://quizlet.com/850007670/a1-a2-everyday-things-flash-cards/?i=4vrgxy&x=1qqt
https://quizlet.com/850007670/a1-a2-everyday-things-flash-cards/?i=4vrgxy&x=1qqt


Thank you!


